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John  in the Wilderness,  at Flat Rock,  «®4rsHfrsHy®> 
jps^B&&ra*@&«j^^^ was 

built in 1834 by Charles Baring and his wife, who had come 

Brothers,  London, built, among other  things  in Flat Rock, what 
is now the summer home of George J«   Baldwin, of Savannah,  and 
also  the Farmer Hotel.  Soth of the  Barings are buried under 
the floor of  the church,  and tablets have been erected to  their 
raeiaory in the  church.   (Ref« - Arthur,  John P*  - History of 
V/e stern North Carolina,   1914,  pages 493 - 494. ) 

On August 28,  1836,  the Church was consecrated by the 
St.  Rev.  L.  3.   Ives,   Bishop of North Carolina.     About 1852 
it was destroyed by fire and rebuilt.    The present structure 
stands as  it was built at  that  time with the minor addition 
of a small organ wing in recent years-  (Reference -■ Tablet 
on gate and cornerstone  above  doorway,  i,Ir.   J*   3.   Jones, of 
iflat Bock, who cares  for  the church, was  the source of much 
of  this   information)* 

The church is not heated and is used only  in the  summer 
season by the  residents  of Flat Rock, who are made up 
mostly of Charleston and South Carolina people. 

On the west and  south sides of  the church are burial 
grounds where many prominent Charleston families have buried 
their deceased*    Here nsiy be seen the names of Rutledges, 
Lowndeses,  Ravenals,   Pinckneys,  Hugers, and many others. 

The  structure  itself  is of brick - the tower walls 
being covered with stucco.    Wood shingles cover the roof* 
The church is  in excellent  condition and contains  some very 
interesting wood trusses. 
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